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The molecular orbital energy-level diagram of $\ce{S2}$ is given below:- (source) We can see how close the energy the 3s and 3p atomic orbitals are because their energy separation will determine whether the $\ce{π_3_{p}_{x,y}}$, or the $\ce{σ_{3}_{p}_{z}}$ molecular orbital is higher in energy. As the energy gap ns-
np increases as the nuclear charge increases, a molecular orbital orbit costing σ-{3} yuk-5 will be lower in energy than a pair of $ce'π-3'p'x,y'$. Each sulfur atom contributes 6 valence electrons, a total of 12 valence electrons. Ten valent electrons are used to fill orbital stations through $π-{3}-$and $-ce-π-3'p'p'$, leaving 2
electrons to take a degenerative $'ce π'⋆'{3}'p'$and $'ce'π '⋆'{3}'p'y'y$a couple. From the Hyundai rule, the remaining two electrons must occupy these orbits separately with their backs aligned. With the number of electrons written as superscripts, an electronic configuration of σ {3} c) {2} (σ ⋆ {3}) {2} σ {3} ({2} σ π-{3}'z,
y) {4} (π-{3}-⋆'x,y) {2} with two unpaired electrons on the antibonding $'ce'π'⋆' $ orbital and thus is paramagnetic. The order for bonds is (8 and 4) ÷ 2 and 2, so we forecast a double bond of $CE. S'S. The questions posted on the site are generated exclusively by the user, Doubtnut has no ownership or control over the
nature and content of these issues. Doubtnut is not responsible for any discrepancies regarding the duplicity of content on these matters. In order to continue to use our website, we ask you to confirm your identity as a person. Thank you so much for your cooperation. In order to continue to use our website, we ask you
to confirm your identity as a person. Thank you so much for your cooperation. Continuing with Gmail Continue with Facebook or continue to watch with the email Clutch really helped me, reinforcing what I learned in class and doing exam reviews to wind up. If it wasn't for Clutch Prep, I would definitely fail the class.
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